


DISCLAIMER

This document created by DexPad, is for educational and informational purposes only. The
content of this document is not a financial promotion. None of the information or analysis
presented are intended to form the basis for any investment decision and no specific
recommendations are intended. Therefore, none of the contents of this document serve as
an invitation or inducement to engage in any sort of investment activity. This document is
not intended to be a prospectus, solicitation, inducement or offering for investment or the
sale or issuance of securities or any interests or assets.

The information in this document is given in good faith, but no warranties, guarantees or
representations are made by DexPad with regard to the accuracy, completeness or
suitability of the information presented. DexPad expressly disclaims any and all
responsibility, and Recipients expressly waive any claim, for any direct or consequential
loss or damages of any kind whatsoever (whether foreseeable or not) arising directly or
indirectly from: (i) reliance on any information contained in this document or any
information which is made available in connection with any further inquiries, (ii) any error,
omission, or inaccuracy in any such information, (iii) any action resulting therefrom or (iv)
usage or acquisition of products. This disclaimer applies notwithstanding any negligence,
default or lack of care.

DexPad may update, modify or correct this document in its sole discretion, without notice
or incurring any obligation or liability to any recipient hereof. This document is strictly
confidential and intended to be viewed exclusively by those recipients (“Recipient(s)”)
specifically authorized by the Company. This document shall not bind, convey any rights,
obligations, terms, performance, covenants, representations or warranties on behalf of
DexPad to Recipient, or create any relationship between DexPad and any Recipient or
any other party.



Introduction
During the 2017 BTC Rally, Many ICO (Initial Coin Offerings) came into the market
through presales. Most of the startups needed to write their presale contracts to raise the
fund and it requires a steep learning curve in Solidity Programming Language. For some
ICOs this worked alright and they are successful in the current market. However, In the
bear market most of the projects failed to survive. Reasons behind the failures are varying,
but security, not enough trust by initial presale investors were present in most of the
failures.
DexPad, short for Decentralized Launchpad, aims to resolve many of the issues that were
problematic for many projects. Our platform will offer a complete solution for the team who
are looking for services like minting their token, raising money through presale, lock their
tokens and airdrop some bonus tokens. The platform will use governance protocol to
determine the audit of tokens. Proposals can be used for various reasons such as setting
up the fees, adding security auditors and deciding on further development and features.
When a user or team member wishes to put in a new proposal a predetermined amount of
Native token (DXP) will need to be used.

Name of the DXP will be updated later on to avoid scam tokens with the same name.

Features of DexPad

● Reliable token sales; automatically generated on desired blockchain through use of
secured smart contracts.

● Automatic airdrop of participating project tokens to all DXP stackers.
● Community and team proposals to redirect funding.
● Anti Honey Pot Mechanism to avoid exit scams.
● Instant liquidity listing on following DEXs to avoid rug pulls.

● Uniswap for Ethereum network
● Pancakeswap for Binance smart chain
● Quickswap for Polygon network
● Photonswap for Cronos Network

● Sharing of token bonuses with DXP holders and stakers.
● Deflationary DXP token through incentivized token burn.
● Integration with any Decentralized Exchange as a potential Decentralized IEO

platform



DexPadEcosystem
Tokens are created using secured and verified smart contracts. Tokens based on cronos
chain are currently supported and many other chains will be added later on such as
Polygon, BSC, ETH etc. Token sales carried out through our platform DexPad will give
participants more reliability knowing that presales created on DexPad will go through Anti
Honey Post Mechanism which will guarantee that presale owner will receive liquidity and
fund only after 100% token claim . Users will be able to participate reliably knowing that a
portion of the funding will be automatically locked for liquidity purposes and at-least for a
month (which can be increased through governance proposal).

The DexPad platform is extremely easy to use and interact with. This will save the team's
time from all the research required to run the sale and let them focus on their project. The
only fee that token sale teams need to pay is 2% of sale token and 2% of native token
after successful completion of their presale out of which sale tokens will be distributed
amongst DXP token holders as reward. Upon completion of presale a predetermined
amount of sale token will be automatically locked for liquidity on DEXs mentioned above.



$DxP Token

The DexPad ecosystem will be democratized and decentralized by the $DxP token that
will make the token holders not just part of the ecosystem and governance council but also
the key architects behind the decision-making process and the path taken by the whole
ecosystem. The $DxP token has been designed to have a number of use cases that will
give power back to the community and offer unique benefits to token holders within the
ecosystem. Some use cases of $DxP token include:

Staking for pool access

● Stake $DxP to participate in token launches of projects building
on CRONOS chain

Governance

● Hold tokens to vote and submit proposals

Liquidity mining

● Rewards for liquidity providers

Fees

● Earn a percentage of fees that accrue to the treasury by holding
$DxP tokens

User participation incentives

● Ecosystem participants who engage in platform services and
support distributed governance



DxP TOKENOMICS

SaleOnomics Percentage Price($) Worth($) Vesting

Angel round 5% 0.005 25,000.00
Locked for 2 years in

Photonswap staking contract

Private sale 25% 0.015 375,000.00
15% at TGE and 18 months

linear vesting

Airdrop 2% 0.03 60,000.00
Early Lockers and beta

testers

Liquidity 6.677% 0.03 200,000.00
Locked for 2 year in PS

staking contract

Team 8.33% 0.03 250,000.00
6 Month lock & 2 year linear

vesting

Advisors 3% 0.03 90,000.00
2 Month lock & 2 year linear

vesting

Marketing and Partnerships 15% 0.03 450,000.00
15% TGE & 2 year linear

vesting

Development 10% 0.03 300,000.00 Acceccible reserve

DexPad treasury for
Photonswap Liquidity 25% 0.03 750,000.00

Locked (PhS) liquidity 5 years
per project





● CONCLUSION
With innovative projects penetrating into the Blockchain Industry everyday, there are a
wide range of opportunities for users to participate in the launch of early-stage projects.
These provide maximum growth potential to early supporters belonging to the vibrant
community of DeFi. Currently, the focus is transitioned towards building a mature platform
that can offer projects with a comprehensive approach to revolutionize space.
DexPad is the Decentralized Native Launchpad and an Initial DEX Offering platform for
projects based on the Multiple blockchains
DexPad is being positioned as an ecosystem accelerator and an advanced platform
enabling projects to smoothly progress from a successful fundraiser to platform launch.
Its unique features and commitment to decentralization place it among the highest tiers of
launchpad, and its principle of putting the community first will ensure mass adoption.The
novel idea of rewarding its token holders will enrich the token sale experience while the
platform itself is developed to serve the best interests of teams, investors and the
community. The goal of the project is to grow into a fully decentralized, reputable
launchpad ecosystem that supports teams as they bring ideas to life.
We welcome our supporters and the community to help in achieving this goal and become
a part of our grand vision




